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and good morning ladies and gentlemen                                           
welcome to ask the theologian sorry i'm                                         
a few minutes late there i happen to be                                         
at the mountaintop studio if you cannot                                         
tell                                                                            
casual today playing pops today                                                 
and time slipped upped on me that's what                                        
happened i was playing lincoln logs with                                        
jackson and                                                                     
all of a sudden boy i gotta get started                                         
here we go so here we are always uh                                             
delighted to                                                                    
see you and welcome you on this                                                 
wednesday                                                                       
we'll be broadcasting tonight from the                                          
taos pulpit and we will have                                                    
the book of john looking forward to that                                        
this evening                                                                    
and uh that will be                                                             
i hope to uh all of us a blessing                                               
and let's see we want to get right into                                         
our questions and                                                               
i want to pick up where i left off                                              
yesterday i had a question that came                                            
from dr                                                                         
tom and that is could you please help                                           
rightly divide colossians chapter                                               
2 and verse 14.                                                                 
i understand verse 15 about satan being                                         
defeated but verse                                                              
14 has me kind of stumped thanks in                                             
advance                                                                         
for your help colossians 2 let's look at                                        
verses                                                                          
uh 14 and 15. upper right hand corner of                                        
your screen we have the king james                                              
version                                                                         
blotting out the handwriting of                                                 
ordinances that was against us                                                  
which was contrary to us and took it out                                        
of the way                                                                      
nailing it to the cross having spoiled                                          
principalities and powers he made a show                                        
of them                                                                         
openly triumphing uh over them                                                  
in it now uh when you put this uh                                               
together let's actually go over here                                            
to the greek and see if we can                                                  
find uh the beginning                                                           
of the sentence probably                                                        
let's uh let's start out with the                                               
assumption i'm going to change my mind                                          
here in a moment but let's start out                                            
with the assumption that it begins in                                           
uh verse 13 this is where the king james                                        
begins the sentence and                                                         
you being dead now what                                                         



we really want uh is a                                                          
subject and a verb uh                                                           
i i really think that maybe we need to                                          
go back                                                                         
to verse 12. i'm doing color coding                                             
that's why i was able to do it quickly                                          
and the the orange here is the subject                                          
and then i'm looking for a verb now when                                        
you get to                                                                      
uh verse 13 you being dead                                                      
this is actually all i can tell because                                         
it's in a blue box it's a direct object                                         
so you don't really want to start the                                           
sentence with                                                                   
with a direct object so uh i would put                                          
this together                                                                   
saying having been buried with him                                              
uh that is uh                                                                   
you those those who oops wrong button                                           
there                                                                           
uh those who have been buried with him                                          
so save people those who have been                                              
buried with him                                                                 
were raised with him and now                                                    
being dead because we have been buried                                          
with him so                                                                     
we could effectively start we wouldn't                                          
uh                                                                              
do any harm starting at verse 13. it's                                          
just that verse 12 builds that                                                  
so now having been buried with him and                                          
raised in him                                                                   
being dead in offenses                                                          
in in in sins                                                                   
let's see uh being dead in the in the                                           
offenses and in the                                                             
uncircumcision of your flesh he                                                 
quickened together he brought life                                              
having forgiven all the sentences now                                           
all the offenses excuse me here's what                                          
uh i wanted to look at                                                          
notice here having forgiven verse 13                                            
having blotted out verse 14                                                     
having nailed verse 14                                                          
having stripped verse 14                                                        
verse 15 and possibly leading to triumph                                        
now these are one two three                                                     
four let's go with four right now uh and                                        
they're                                                                         
of the same uh                                                                  
the same nature it is christ is the one                                         
who did these things                                                            
so if i was building a sermon outline an                                        
exegetical sermon outline i would                                               
build it on here are four things that                                           
christ has done                                                                 
for us i can tell so easily from the                                            
greek doing this                                                                
from the english you can do it as well                                          
but i think even greek interlinear you                                          
don't                                                                           
really have to know how to read greek                                           



you just have to know how to                                                    
read a interlinear and this is one of                                           
the purposes of our greek class which                                           
eventually is going to be public and                                            
just to give you the the tools to be                                            
able to do things like this                                                     
so uh here we have we know that                                                 
christ uh he quickened together or he                                           
brought alive together with him he                                              
brought us alive together with him                                              
now in doing that what has he done                                              
he has forgiven                                                                 
of all our trespasses that's number one                                         
number two in the sermon he has blotted                                         
out the handwriting of                                                          
ordinances now having nailed it to the                                          
cross i                                                                         
probably would look at this having                                              
nailed and said                                                                 
that ties in with having blotted out                                            
he blotted out by having nailed but you                                         
could uh separate those                                                         
uh into two separate ones so                                                    
having blotted out uh the handwriting                                           
having stripped the principalities                                              
all and and leading this so again just                                          
like uh verse 14 verse 13                                                       
has a uh some                                                                   
additional information to how he                                                
stripped the principalities                                                     
or how he blotted out by nailing it to                                          
the cross we ought to                                                           
look down see if there's any others i                                           
don't see any others so it looks like                                           
those four things so now to verse 14                                            
blotting out or having blotted out                                              
he blotted out by nailing it to the                                             
cross                                                                           
what did he nail to the cross blotting                                          
out                                                                             
the handwriting of ordinances that                                              
was against us i don't know any way to                                          
put that                                                                        
other than this is                                                              
uh the law what what other ordinances                                           
were                                                                            
against us in uh shall we say                                                   
uh uh in                                                                        
the the the instructions to anyone is                                           
there any other handwriting it's                                                
only the law so remember he's saying                                            
this to colossians and in colossians uh                                         
they're saints                                                                  
and fellow believers so we'll have to                                           
see is he just talking about                                                    
the i think he's talking about both                                             
groups here you having been dead in your                                        
sins                                                                            
but he blotted out the ordinance that                                           
was against us                                                                  
let's assume here he's speaking of                                              
gentiles the ordinance that was against                                         



us                                                                              
was the law how do we know that because                                         
paul says that concerning the law                                               
he says that it caused us to be                                                 
left having no hope in the world                                                
ephesians chapter 3                                                             
so that that was against us now if it's                                         
the jews it was against them as well                                            
because it                                                                      
uh put them in a place of guilt in so                                           
many ways so blotting out the                                                   
handwriting of                                                                  
ordinances that was against us which was                                        
contrary to                                                                     
us and took it out of the way nailing it                                        
to the cross i think                                                            
again we would want to test this further                                        
but if we apply this to gentiles                                                
then what we've got is to say                                                   
for gentiles the law was                                                        
absolutely undeniably a                                                         
barrier that we could not get over and                                          
still be gentiles and what has he done                                          
he has taken that away i think it's a                                           
very dispensational verse here                                                  
of blotting out the ordinances that was                                         
against us                                                                      
literally take that let's uh look at the                                        
word blot here but                                                              
uh before i just announce uh what i                                             
think it means let's just go ahead and                                          
see what it means                                                               
and let's uh let's just pull up the                                             
strong's uh word here uh                                                        
xlifo xlifo                                                                     
we're gonna have ek out of and                                                  
uh the root word it says is elifo                                               
and that before we even read further                                            
let's go to that word                                                           
now here we're going to have almost                                             
always that greek letter a                                                      
is uh canceling out                                                             
and it's the alpha now here he says a                                           
particle of union so                                                            
every now and then it's just part of the                                        
word really and it's not there but let's                                        
see                                                                             
uh so anoint okay interesting that that                                         
comes anoint                                                                    
um and now let's                                                                
back up out of an anointing                                                     
uh so i think that yeah                                                         
out of an anoint okay uh think of it                                            
this way if                                                                     
uh let's let's use a modern example of                                          
uh                                                                              
ordination let's assume that uh there's                                         
an anointing that goes with ordination                                          
so a minister is ordained the laying on                                         
of hands they                                                                   
anoint them for the for the ministry                                            
and then for theological reasons or                                             



whatever it is                                                                  
that individual uh is removed from                                              
ordination now what happens then they                                           
are x a lifo                                                                    
they are no longer anointed                                                     
this is removed so it's a removal kind                                          
of word that you've got here                                                    
so blotting out literally                                                       
is not just to uh to to you know take                                           
ink and cover it over                                                           
and uh hide it that would be more of a                                          
of an of an atonement of a covering but                                         
this is literally pulling it off of                                             
there                                                                           
removing it so this is what he has done                                         
with the handwriting of ordinances that                                         
was against us now                                                              
i don't know of any other i don't even                                          
know of a of a                                                                  
runner-up to say what is the handwriting                                        
of ordinances that was against us                                               
other than the law itself so he has                                             
removed                                                                         
the ordinance of the law itself i don't                                         
know how you could take that verse and                                          
not become a dispensationalist                                                  
i think you would have to take that and                                         
say                                                                             
there is even if you hold to some degree                                        
of covenant theology i don't know why                                           
you would but even if you do hold to                                            
some degree of                                                                  
covenant theology you would in the end                                          
have to say                                                                     
there is clearly here a                                                         
a removal of that which puts us in a new                                        
dispensation                                                                    
and it was contrary to us and now                                               
he has nailed it to the cross now i                                             
don't know if that                                                              
is um uh                                                                        
shall we say um uh                                                              
figurative or if we could look and                                              
bollinger might help us here if we could                                        
look                                                                            
and uh see that in some way                                                     
if if the law was                                                               
fulfilled or part of that law somehow                                           
fulfilled in the death of jesus                                                 
i know that we we give that talk a lot                                          
you know that he fulfilled the law on                                           
the cross                                                                       
i'm not so sure that that's exactly uh i                                        
think that's more from the brochure                                             
than it is from the bible but we should                                         
uh take that let's                                                              
just uh check and see bullinger here                                            
and see if he gives us any hint                                                 
colossians chapter 2                                                            
verse uh                                                                        
having blotted out he gives a reference                                         
of acts 3                                                                       



19 repent ye therefore and be converted                                         
that your sins may be blotted out okay                                          
that's interesting uh that the sins                                             
were uh imputed because of the law                                              
and and so they were to repent and be                                           
converted                                                                       
whereas here the handwriting of                                                 
ordinances that was against us                                                  
is now blotted out so bollinger makes a                                         
good                                                                            
cross references there the handwriting                                          
okay it's only used                                                             
right here uh so we don't have anything                                         
but                                                                             
it's that clearly there's the word hand                                         
and there's the word right                                                      
so the handwriting of the ordinances                                            
acts 16                                                                         
4 as they went through the cities they                                          
delivered to them the decrees to keep                                           
the                                                                             
they that were ordained of the apostles                                         
and the uh elders                                                               
which were at jerusalem okay so                                                 
ordinances it's something                                                       
uh that you keep that was against us                                            
contrary to                                                                     
uh uh let's see uh contrary to us                                               
and took it out of the way                                                      
having nailed and he only gives a little                                        
bit of uh                                                                       
greek insight here does not give                                                
any cross-reference for us to uh go by                                          
so                                                                              
i think there uh dr tom                                                         
that uh what we have is a                                                       
very clear teaching there                                                       
that the torah law is no longer in                                              
effect                                                                          
that in the cross now let me say                                                
something here                                                                  
he took it out of the way nailing it to                                         
the cross but that was not revealed                                             
until much later it was revealed                                                
through the mystery of paul there's no                                          
problem                                                                         
that he did it in the cross but he was                                          
offering the kingdom                                                            
there was no need to reveal it because                                          
he was offering the kingdom                                                     
later when he's not offering the kingdom                                        
or when he's offering the kingdom                                               
or offering eternal life to individuals                                         
that's when he comes along                                                      
and he makes this uh revelation to paul                                         
that is given and of course we've been                                          
uh looking uh this week just a little                                           
bit about at                                                                    
this particular chart here god's                                                
revelation of transition                                                        
so the national gospel of israel still                                          
involved that law the individual gospel                                         



of grace does not                                                               
involve that law colossians is written                                          
right                                                                           
here in the heart of uh this transition                                         
that uh we've been again talking about                                          
so much this week                                                               
i uh appreciate uh                                                              
that's there that uh word there                                                 
and uh let's uh see here                                                        
what uh we've got on the agenda good to                                         
see each one of you here                                                        
i'm looking at different monitors today                                         
if you wonder why is his eyes                                                   
keep going off over there i'm in the                                            
mountaintop studio so don't have                                                
everything right with me right here a                                           
couple of things that                                                           
we should mention one is at                                                     
dispensationalpublishing.com                                                    
got a good special for you this week and                                        
uh that is                                                                      
uh the scofield bible hard print edition                                        
is what we've got on sale                                                       
and uh there's the large print or the                                           
regular print the regular print is                                              
17.49 the large print is 34.99                                                  
both of those are 30 uh                                                         
off and that is again the hard                                                  
hardback edition on that and uh in that                                         
hardback edition uh                                                             
you have um                                                                     
the ability it's i think it's a nice                                            
uh take it put it on your desk                                                  
keep it there with you you know you're                                          
not spending the 70 or 80 or 90                                                 
that you might spend on a leather bound                                         
edition                                                                         
but maybe like me you've uh                                                     
you know you've got an office uh there                                          
and you got an office here and it's nice                                        
to have a separate bible                                                        
and you got it there and you are able to                                        
carry that out for so for 17.49                                                 
and add two bucks for the glasses                                               
and then you are good to go or spend the                                        
34 dollars and get the large print                                              
edition whichever                                                               
one you would like to do always a uh                                            
thrill to see all of that come about                                            
uh okay let's uh see here                                                       
uh i want to i've been                                                          
so busy with all those questions and                                            
then                                                                            
today um you don't have questions                                               
how in the world did that come about so                                         
i'm going to go to manny's uh                                                   
question here let's see uh this                                                 
uh question came in by email when the                                           
apostle paul                                                                    
is is talking to two groups of people                                           
jews and gentiles how do we                                                     
understand that as sound doctrine when                                          



we                                                                              
are all members of the body of christ                                           
you know in this uh                                                             
particular issue he gives an example                                            
from uh ephesians chapter three                                                 
and uh in the particular example that uh                                        
he is giving                                                                    
uh it's just terrible to try to uh pull                                         
up something and all you get is                                                 
joe biden ads you know joe biden uh                                             
is uh spending bukus of money isn't he                                          
on youtube have you noticed that does                                           
everybody get a joe biden ad                                                    
or is it just because i live in new                                             
mexico maybe it's uh because i'm in new                                         
mexico and it's not                                                             
uh something that uh takes place                                                
everywhere but                                                                  
uh boy the guy uh i don't know you think                                        
he's uh                                                                         
you think he's desperate uh and so he's                                         
advertising everywhere or is this all                                           
uh taking place or you know what's up                                           
there uh i don't know but                                                       
back to manny's question uh as uh now i                                         
got everything uh                                                               
set uh there and linda i i'm gonna ask                                          
you to                                                                          
help me your question from yesterday                                            
that hasn't been answered                                                       
um my chat app is not fully feeding in                                          
and nathan will work on that no doubt                                           
but if                                                                          
uh you can um put that question in again                                        
uh i'll uh have that for in just a                                              
moment okay                                                                     
now to get back to manny's question here                                        
uh                                                                              
we have ephesians chapter one                                                   
verse three uh let's see chapter three                                          
verse one excuse me                                                             
and verse 18. uh                                                                
ephesians chapter three and of course                                           
as uh you all know my view of ephesians                                         
is that it is very much                                                         
uh written to various groups of people                                          
and two groups of people to the gentiles                                        
and to the saints                                                               
and the saints being the jewish                                                 
believers who are offered the kingdom                                           
uh in in other words uh to bring up the                                         
chart here once again                                                           
it is written to those of the saints                                            
which are over here saints where the                                            
crown                                                                           
or to the individuals right here                                                
there's no national gospel or no                                                
nationality within this                                                         
and uh these together then                                                      
create uh those these over here                                                 
are the body of christ these over here                                          
are the nation of israel                                                        



uh so with that how do you but when paul                                        
is talking to two groups of people jews                                         
and gentiles how do we understand that a                                        
sound doctrine when we're all members of                                        
the body of christ                                                              
uh i think that what you've got here is                                         
that and then we'll look at these two                                           
scriptures                                                                      
you've got the fact that we are all                                             
one in christ but as                                                            
one in christ as a new creature the body                                        
of christ                                                                       
there still is an individual nature to                                          
us                                                                              
each one of us has our own story our own                                        
background our own nationality our own                                          
ethnicity our own                                                               
parentage our our own gender all of                                             
those kind of things and those things                                           
do stay with us so for example                                                  
sometimes let me uh change this example                                         
just a little bit because i think it'll                                         
help in                                                                         
understanding it sometimes paul talks to                                        
women and tells them something different                                        
than he says to                                                                 
men and there is a role for the woman                                           
and a role for the man and yet                                                  
they are one in christ there is no male                                         
nor female in christ and yet he gives                                           
specific instructions for them or                                               
specific details to them                                                        
i think that's what you've got for                                              
example when you get in the book of                                             
ephesians or so much pauline writing                                            
and it's time to rightly divide the word                                        
of truth as it relates to                                                       
this pauline writing and so when you get                                        
into                                                                            
chapter 3 of ephesians for example verse                                        
1                                                                               
for this cause i the prisoner of                                                
jesus christ for you gentiles                                                   
if you gentiles have heard of the                                               
grace of the dispensation of the grace                                          
of god which was given to me                                                    
i think by the way the dispensation of                                          
the grace of god                                                                
is the best title for this dispensation                                         
in which we live                                                                
it's a mouthful and so i don't always                                           
say it and sometimes we talk about the                                          
church age or even the age of grace                                             
i like this title right here the                                                
dispensation of the grace of god                                                
now for you gentiles in verse 1.                                                
jump down to verse 18. and what do you                                          
have                                                                            
uh may uh let's see um not in verse 18                                          
uh                                                                              
maybe it is verse 18. uh                                                        
ah yeah yeah yeah i was just looking                                            



over it sorry uh                                                                
verse 18 may be able to comprehend                                              
with all the saints what is the breadth                                         
and depth and uh breadth and length and                                         
depth and height                                                                
now uh here he's actually still speaking                                        
to gentiles in verse 18                                                         
but he wants the gentiles to be able to                                         
comprehend                                                                      
along with the saints or comprehend                                             
something that the saints are                                                   
comprehending and                                                               
in that regard he is still talking about                                        
these two groups of people                                                      
but i think it brings it down to this                                           
again in the body of christ there's                                             
manny and there's randy                                                         
and manny and randy have been made                                              
one in christ and yet manny is an                                               
independent thinker and student of the                                          
word                                                                            
and randy is an independent thinker and                                         
student of the word and manny lives in                                          
san antonio and                                                                 
randy lives in taos and manny has his                                           
background and randy has his background                                         
and all these things that go separate                                           
and so                                                                          
if paul were writing to us he may say                                           
hey                                                                             
manny and randy you're one in the body                                          
of christ manny i want you to do this                                           
and randy i want you to do that rant                                            
manny i want you to understand this and                                         
and randy i want you to understand that                                         
and i think that's the way you                                                  
pull those together and uh and and bring                                        
that i appreciate uh                                                            
that uh and thank you manny i always                                            
appreciate your questions and let's go                                          
to                                                                              
linda in lexington uh talked about                                              
on sunday in your revelation sermon you                                         
said that satan was thrown                                                      
down to earth at the three and a half                                           
year mark does that mean satan                                                  
is in heaven when we are raptured uh                                            
you're you're um                                                                
right you're right that's what i said uh                                        
i there's there's the possibility let me                                        
bring up uh the notes from                                                      
sunday uh i think i had a little bit of                                         
a footnote and i'm only going to give it                                        
as a little bit of a footnote now i'm                                           
basically going to hold with                                                    
uh satan being cast out at the three and                                        
a half year mark                                                                
uh but um                                                                       
let's see revelation preaching                                                  
series and that was uh 7                                                        
28 and let me get this                                                          
up here um                                                                      



so                                                                              
i think to pull those notes up i think                                          
we're looking right about here let's see                                        
the events                                                                      
of verse seven take place                                                       
at or s then verse seven is is the                                              
battle                                                                          
at or slightly before the midpoint of                                           
the tribulation thus verses seven                                               
through seventeen                                                               
overlap verse six here we go an argument                                        
could be made that the war takes place                                          
at the beginning of the seven years                                             
now i didn't give that argument uh but                                          
you could make the argument                                                     
and if it if i thought it made a whole                                          
lot of uh                                                                       
applicational difference i might make                                           
the argument                                                                    
or or take the time to deal with that                                           
but at the beginning of the seven years                                         
or                                                                              
at the three and a half years one of the                                        
reasons i didn't really pursue that and                                         
i left it                                                                       
where i think it is at the slightly                                             
before or at the midpoint                                                       
uh slightly before the midpoint really                                          
of uh of the tribulation                                                        
is that even if you put it at the                                               
beginning of the seven years                                                    
in the chronology that i've got the                                             
rapture would still                                                             
take place prior to the time                                                    
that this battle takes place so either                                          
way you put that                                                                
it ends up with the same thing in the                                           
heart of the question here for linda                                            
does this mean that satan is in heaven                                          
when we are raptured                                                            
now i would say uh yes and no                                                   
let me clarify just a little bit that                                           
satan does not                                                                  
dwell in heaven nor does he have any                                            
dominion in heaven                                                              
he was sent to earth back in                                                    
verses one through six of revelation                                            
chapter 12 talk about this especially i                                         
think it's verses four and five                                                 
uh talk about this he you know he was                                           
cast down to the earth                                                          
lucifer and uh you know the creation of                                         
satan and the garden of eden all that                                           
took place at the garden of eden                                                
uh and and uh that's covered on the                                             
notes there                                                                     
now he lived on this earth he took                                              
dominion of this earth really kind of                                           
tricked man out of it and took the                                              
dominion                                                                        
unto himself he is the god of this world                                        
and uh the god of this age uh                                                   



and he is the prince of the power of the                                        
air                                                                             
uh but he so he doesn't live in heaven                                          
which your question does not imply or                                           
say but i just want to make sure it's                                           
clarified                                                                       
but he does have access to heaven                                               
clearly wherever you put                                                        
job uh job is after the fall of satan                                           
and here comes in this often we call it                                         
the heavenly council                                                            
in this heavenly council here comes                                             
satan                                                                           
and god talking to satan in uh                                                  
in the in the heavenlies in this                                                
heavenly council room if you will                                               
so does this mean that satan is in                                              
heaven when we are raptured i think that                                        
it means that                                                                   
satan is allowed access to heaven when                                          
we are raptured                                                                 
are we ever able to see into that uh                                            
that council room for example that i                                            
don't know                                                                      
uh are we able to see when                                                      
after we're raptured do we see the devil                                        
coming in                                                                       
and say you know it's time for me to                                            
wipe out these jews                                                             
do we see that spiritual battle going on                                        
or                                                                              
are we kept separate from that i wish i                                         
knew i'm going to lean back to that                                             
line that paul gave to the corinthians                                          
which i'm so glad he gave because i use                                         
it all the time                                                                 
many times out of context but that is                                           
now we see through a glass darkly and                                           
then we shall see face to face                                                  
i do think the basic answer to your                                             
question is yes                                                                 
satan does have access to heaven even                                           
after we're raptured now he doesn't have                                        
access to us                                                                    
and we're in our glorified bodies and                                           
and i                                                                           
haven't made the argument but i think                                           
you could from the pages of scripture                                           
that say satan cannot affect at                                                 
all those with their glorified bodies                                           
and we're in our resurrected bodies at                                          
that point or our changed bodies at that                                        
point so                                                                        
any influence or effect that satan could                                        
have i don't i think it's impossible for                                        
us to sin                                                                       
at that point i think it's impossible                                           
for us to be be deceived at that point                                          
i think that's something of the flesh                                           
and we                                                                          
basically are no longer of the flesh                                            
again to borrow from first corinthians                                          



15 which really is about the                                                    
ultimate resurrection but the principle                                         
here would apply to us as well                                                  
and that is that uh                                                             
the the incorruptable has been shed and                                         
we now have the corruptable                                                     
so satan being there and us even                                                
maybe i don't know this to be true but                                          
even maybe                                                                      
being able to see what is going on there                                        
now i think we would see it                                                     
from the full vantage point of                                                  
knowing exactly how this is going to                                            
play out but in a sense we can already i                                        
know there's a                                                                  
dark dark glass we're seeing through but                                        
even now when we see satan going up                                             
against the nation of israel which he                                           
does on a daily basis                                                           
and we see that playing out in the                                              
newspaper for example                                                           
and in the things that are happening in                                         
the middle east even now                                                        
we're able to read verse seven and read                                         
read onward and see that ultimately                                             
he is not going to be able to be as we                                          
said in sunday's sermon                                                         
the accuser of our brethren that is the                                         
accuser of the jewish people                                                    
that day is going to come to a close now                                        
i think                                                                         
if you just look at it as satan as the                                          
accuser of our brethren                                                         
our brethren as in the jewish people so                                         
let me uh                                                                       
change that wording just a little bit                                           
satan is the accuser of the jews                                                
now if we take it that way and say okay                                         
does                                                                            
if satan is the accuser of the jews up                                          
until uh even the midpoint of the                                               
tribulation does that                                                           
mean satan is the accuser of our                                                
brethren after the rapture                                                      
yes it is it has to uh because the                                              
rapture is all about                                                            
uh some of the satanic forces being                                             
released upon the world and upon the                                            
jewish people during that time                                                  
so satan is definitely the accuser of                                           
our brethren                                                                    
after the rapture and it's only at this                                         
war in heaven when he is cat when he has                                        
no more access to heaven                                                        
that he cannot be the accuser of our                                            
brethren anymore                                                                
and uh that's done that's when he just                                          
he forgets trying to accuse him                                                 
let's wipe them out and he sends that                                           
flood that we talked about on sunday                                            
or the rest of them that are not                                                
protected in the secret place of god                                            



he goes after them and pursues them all                                         
over all around                                                                 
the world at that time now for anyone                                           
who may watch this                                                              
after the rapture if                                                            
all of us suddenly disappear                                                    
where's my rapture button                                                       
if all of us suddenly disappear that's                                          
nice wasn't it                                                                  
so if there is a wrap sure                                                      
and you happen to be watching this uh                                           
i would say if you want to                                                      
sur survive the tribulation ending                                              
up on god's side                                                                
now i don't even mean survivors stay                                            
alive i don't know if that's going to                                           
happen                                                                          
but i would not want to                                                         
try to survive the tribulation                                                  
physically and be physically alive at                                           
the end of that seven years and say                                             
i made it and god say away from me i                                            
never knew you                                                                  
i'd rather die in the tribulation and                                           
so if you if you want to be right align                                         
with the jews                                                                   
feed the jews take care of the jews                                             
hide the jews protect the jews                                                  
because they're on god's side                                                   
everybody else is on the devil's side                                           
just a post-rapture                                                             
my uh my mic uh                                                                 
i don't know if it's going to be                                                
raptured or not um                                                              
let's uh oops pushing the wrong buttons                                         
here                                                                            
you know i shouldn't do this when nathan                                        
is not a no my my                                                               
the mic stays after the rapture yeah i                                          
just checked mike stays                                                         
after the rapture it's uh been                                                  
determined we've done a test                                                    
maybe i should take my wife mike with me                                        
because                                                                         
some you know                                                                   
antichrist socialist marxist fool will                                          
come up in broadcast                                                            
from my studio we don't want that to                                            
happen do we thank you linda for your                                           
question and your comments                                                      
uh ah from michael uh here we go                                                
and uh we've got                                                                
uh in john chapter 14                                                           
verse two it's one of those uh                                                  
very uh familiar passages                                                       
and i think often misused                                                       
and michael uh in uh north south carol                                          
in the carolinas we'll leave it that way                                        
depending on which one he's at today                                            
uh jesus talks about many mansions who                                          
do you believe                                                                  
will occupy those mansions this                                                 



i think is uh                                                                   
very very very often                                                            
most often misunderstood                                                        
uh i think that                                                                 
most will tell us that                                                          
this is a reference                                                             
to the uh                                                                       
uh to the rapture and therefore you and                                         
i                                                                               
will occupy these let's see i'm trying                                          
to bring up my                                                                  
okay i'm i'm actually a bit                                                     
pleasantly surprised schofield uh he is                                         
so valuable by the way the scofield                                             
reference bible of course that we've got                                        
on sale this week that i mentioned                                              
earlier in the program                                                          
so valuable and he's                                                            
you know right right on the sometimes                                           
you look and you say                                                            
praise god he rightly divides the word                                          
of truth and other times you look and                                           
say oh                                                                          
no kind of miss that now that's not true                                        
that's i'm sure that's true of me as                                            
well so                                                                         
you know when you get a reference bible                                         
you understand that a man wrote it                                              
what i started to say is schofield may                                          
go with                                                                         
most dispensationalists today i think                                           
who say that john 14                                                            
is about the rapture john 14 cannot be                                          
about the rapture                                                               
the reason it cannot be about the                                               
rapture is that it is                                                           
the church the body of christ those who                                         
are in this dispensation of the age of                                          
grace                                                                           
that or this dispensation of the grace                                          
of god excuse me as paul calls it in                                            
ephesians 3                                                                     
those who are in the dispensation of the                                        
grace of god but that                                                           
was unknown in the time of jesus                                                
not not that it was                                                             
only partially revealed it is                                                   
untraceable                                                                     
in the time of jesus there is nothing                                           
in the words of jesus that refer to                                             
the age in which we live the church in                                          
which we                                                                        
we uh we live the assembly in which                                             
we're a part of                                                                 
so it cannot be about the rapture so                                            
then when you take                                                              
john let not your heart be troubled you                                         
believe in god believe also in me                                               
in my father's house are many mansions                                          
if it were not so i would have told you                                         
i'd go and prepare a place for you                                              
if i go and prepare a place for you i                                           



will come again and receive you to                                              
myself that where i                                                             
am there ye may be also that seems                                              
so much like the rapture that we call it                                        
the rapture                                                                     
we as in lots of dispensationalists                                             
but things that are similar are not the                                         
same it is very similar to the rapture                                          
no doubt about it he's going to come                                            
he's going to receive us unto himself                                           
he's going to                                                                   
take us away but is are these mansions                                          
are little mansion over the hilltop i'm                                         
just a mansion                                                                  
just over there i gotta mention it'll                                           
come to me in a moment just over the                                            
hilltop                                                                         
right is that talking about us is it for                                        
us these are not                                                                
our mansions now                                                                
uh if i go to prepare a place for you i                                         
will come and receive you to myself i                                           
looked up schofield and got away from                                           
him for just a moment but look on the                                           
left side of your screen i brought the                                          
note up for                                                                     
chapter 14 verse three he says this                                             
promise                                                                         
is of a second advent of christ                                                 
and is to be distinguished from his                                             
return and glory to the earth                                                   
it is the first intimation in the                                               
scripture of the day of christ here he                                          
comes for his saints                                                            
there he comes to judge the nations okay                                        
uh i thought it was even better than                                            
this when i just                                                                
glanced at it uh second advent um                                               
uh he's again he's he's right on                                                
uh skirting here uh                                                             
i i he does basically he uh he                                                  
attributes it to the rapture i think you                                        
see that right here                                                             
here he comes for his saints which uh                                           
first thessaloni of course he doesn't                                           
use saints like i do                                                            
first thessalonians chapter four would                                          
be the rapture passage so                                                       
uh he's distinguishing that from there                                          
he comes to judge the nations                                                   
however i think that there's no argument                                        
there                                                                           
uh this coming again i will come again                                          
and receive you unto myself uh                                                  
if you remember right again he's trying                                         
to distinguish well this here he's                                              
coming for a saints there he's coming to                                        
judge the nations                                                               
the problem is when he comes to judge                                           
the nations he is going to gather his                                           
saints                                                                          
from one end of the world to the other                                          



his elect from one corner of the earth                                          
to the other those happen at the same                                           
time so i                                                                       
am convinced that what you have in john                                         
chapter 3 as                                                                    
john chapter 14 is the second coming of                                         
christ                                                                          
now let's let scripture interpret                                               
scripture                                                                       
uh again the michael's question really                                          
is about verse two not verse three                                              
in my father's house are many mansions                                          
okay who's going to dwell in those                                              
mansions                                                                        
well let's first of all again let                                               
scripture interpret scripture                                                   
uh let's just take                                                              
um the fr the english phrase right here                                         
my father's house                                                               
now again you say well i want to know at                                        
my father's house                                                               
well what do i do to find out what is my                                        
father's house well i asked the                                                 
theologian and he tells me what my                                              
father's house is                                                               
he might tell you the wrong thing he                                            
might tell you the right thing i don't                                          
know                                                                            
depends on which day you get them but                                           
then what we've got here is rather than                                         
trust me i i love it when you ask me by                                         
the way                                                                         
but what i need to do uh is prove to you                                        
or what any individual has to do on                                             
their own                                                                       
is let the scripture answer the question                                        
this is where scofield goes wrong i                                             
think so in my father's house                                                   
are many mansions how am i going to sell                                        
scofield bibles if i keep telling you                                           
where he's wrong                                                                
in my father's house are many mansions                                          
so again let's take this phrase                                                 
my father's house we're going to take                                           
the english phrase which again                                                  
sometimes will work sometimes will not                                          
but let's look that up in the bible and                                         
look at there                                                                   
we've got 20 verses                                                             
that you've got my father's house now a                                         
lot of these                                                                    
and especially uh in the old testament                                          
uh they are going to you know literally                                         
be                                                                              
somebody oh let me go to my father's                                            
house and tell you so we would go                                               
through those and say ah                                                        
unrelated unrelated unrelated unrelated                                         
we would take a lot of those out uh but                                         
the thing i like to do is                                                       
start in the same book well here's one                                          
from john chapter 2 verse 16.                                                   



they said unto him that soul doves take                                         
these things hence make not my                                                  
father's house a house of merchandise                                           
the very same author in the very same                                           
book used my father's house                                                     
as a reference to the temple                                                    
so if you take that let's go back to                                            
john chapter 14 verse 2.                                                        
in the temple are many mansions                                                 
okay were there                                                                 
uh many mansions in the temple                                                  
we look at that and we say well i don't                                         
know of any mansions in the temple what                                         
are you talking about a mansion in the                                          
temple                                                                          
so let's take that word mansion                                                 
and let's just go down to the strong's                                          
greek word                                                                      
and let's look it up uh in the bible                                            
the greek word not the english word but                                         
the greek word mansions where does it                                           
comes out                                                                       
uh okay it's only twice another one's in                                        
this uh chapter here                                                            
and it says that uh make our abode                                              
with him okay abode to abide                                                    
to dwell i think some of the                                                    
translations probably say                                                       
a dwelling place let's look at uh                                               
young's um                                                                      
which uh young's goes with mansions uh                                          
darby uh darby says abodes                                                      
so he goes with the same that you would                                         
have in john 14 23                                                              
abodes so again if you take it that way                                         
in my father's house are many abodes                                            
some let's look at the new american                                             
standard right here                                                             
yeah new american standard goes with                                            
dwelling places                                                                 
now a dwelling place is different than a                                        
mansion in                                                                      
modern english isn't it but                                                     
uh in 1611 what did the word                                                    
actually it was the in 1611                                                     
the mance and some on the                                                       
east coast maybe still use this i think                                         
in england you would still find this                                            
the mance is the place where                                                    
the preacher lives in my part of the                                            
world we would call it the parsonage                                            
i've heard some people call it in other                                         
parts of the world the pastorium                                                
sounds you know like where they put them                                        
off to pasture but uh                                                           
uh the the parsonage the pastorium the                                          
pastor's house                                                                  
uh owned by the church uh the mance                                             
well a man's sin in                                                             
1611 meant a a place                                                            
at the church where the pastor lived                                            
now uh in excuse me in the temple                                               



there are many places to live                                                   
and i am going to prepare one for you                                           
that in the in the american way of                                              
thinking we just love oh i'm gonna get a                                        
mansion just over the hilltop                                                   
that's our experience that's what we                                            
want that's heaven for us if you will                                           
for the jew to say i                                                            
can live right in the temple                                                    
that was the best now he's speaking to                                          
the apostles here                                                               
so i think what you have is the apostles                                        
are going to live in the temple itself                                          
where jesus christ rules and reigns from                                        
and they're going to have their 12                                              
thrones as well                                                                 
now i know that kind of                                                         
uh takes away the                                                               
the power of a lot of our southern                                              
gospel songs                                                                    
and the sweetness if you will of                                                
john chapter 14 verses 1 through 3 or 4                                         
5 6                                                                             
and yet if you just want the scripture                                          
to say what it's saying                                                         
then it what it's saying is there is a                                          
mance a dwelling place an abode                                                 
there's lots of them in the temple and                                          
there were look up an old picture of the                                        
temple and you'll see the rooms                                                 
all along the side and he says one of                                           
those rooms is going to be for you                                              
i think if we want to take a tabernacle                                         
experience think of                                                             
samuel eli and samuel                                                           
and hannah brings samuel to eli the                                             
priest and says                                                                 
here he is he's going to live with you                                          
at the temple                                                                   
again that was the                                                              
pinnacle of jewish life and this is why                                         
i think hannah would even be willing to                                         
take her son and give him away i                                                
you know i have met a few people down                                           
through the years                                                               
that their parents literally when the                                           
child was young                                                                 
their parents got the child out of some                                         
communist country or some socialist                                             
marxist country                                                                 
and they sent the child to america and                                          
said let him grow up there                                                      
now why why why would a country                                                 
excuse me why would a family a mother                                           
give up their own                                                               
child un inconceivable to us                                                    
but when you say you know this child                                            
could have the much                                                             
better uh existence and dwelling place i                                        
want what's best for this child that                                            
really is a true love                                                           
now here the desire                                                             



you know in that illustration the desire                                        
is get                                                                          
this child out of uh this                                                       
this marxist version of hell                                                    
and uh hannah says                                                              
there's no better life than life in the                                         
temple i'm sending my child there                                               
and jesus says to the apostle in the                                            
temple                                                                          
there's going to be a place for you to                                          
dwell                                                                           
right here on the property you're going                                         
to be with us                                                                   
uh i think that's uh so who will occupy                                         
those mansions                                                                  
uh i think it's the apostles that are                                           
going to uh occupy                                                              
the mansions uh thank you there                                                 
uh i think i answered this earlier but                                          
uh i                                                                            
i didn't see it on the question and so                                          
i'm going to make sure i answered it on                                         
linda's question                                                                
and this is about the devil having                                              
access into heaven are we going to see                                          
him                                                                             
that's the one i did answered that i                                            
don't know                                                                      
uh that's that's where now we see                                               
through a glass dimly and uh                                                    
perhaps uh perhaps we will                                                      
uh but again he'll have no                                                      
access to us uh and uh                                                          
in that of course we certainly can                                              
rejoice okay let's go to laurie's                                               
question                                                                        
uh speaking of the carolinas in south                                           
carolina                                                                        
uh first kings                                                                  
chapter 19 verse nine north carolina                                            
in first kings 19 9-14                                                          
does the still small voice necessarily                                          
mean that it was god it seems to be that                                        
we might be reading into that verse                                             
why laurie good                                                                 
solid evangelical christians reading                                            
into the bible                                                                  
you have such a skeptical view of                                               
christendom                                                                     
d-u-m-b laurie is the one that gave me                                          
that and                                                                        
originally the d-u-m-b uh                                                       
uh i don't know if we're reading into                                           
this but let's read it                                                          
and see if we're reading into it but                                            
you are right even even if you're wrong                                         
here                                                                            
you're right to have the suspicion                                              
that common interpretations                                                     
uh very often are isogesis instead of                                           
exegesis                                                                        
just like we just saw from matthew                                              



excuse me john chapter 14.                                                      
lots of isa jesus reading our experience                                        
oh a mansion just over the hilltop this                                         
is uh wonderful                                                                 
ah he's going to build my he's working                                          
on my mansion he just finished my                                               
wait don't finish my mansion yet uh                                             
you know i mean we've all been to the                                           
funerals you know on thursday the lord                                          
finished his mansion and called him home                                        
and now he's                                                                    
touring that mansion it's it's right on                                         
the you know                                                                    
fifth grain and uh uh all the things                                            
that uh                                                                         
we read into that scripture it gives us                                         
encouragement uh                                                                
i'm uh you know                                                                 
encouragement's hard to come by uh so                                           
some of it i'll let go in one ear and                                           
out the other                                                                   
as long as it's not coming from the                                             
pulpit and i'm not preaching it and all                                         
that kind of stuff                                                              
but so often it's just                                                          
uh isa jesus galore                                                             
within the church one sunday after                                              
another sunday                                                                  
now first kings chapter 19 says and it                                          
came                                                                            
through there to a cave i love that king                                        
james word thither                                                              
so much fun to say he came to a cave and                                        
lodged there dwelt there it was his                                             
mansion                                                                         
and behold the word of the lord came to                                         
him and said unto him what dost thou                                            
what doest thou hear elijah and he said                                         
i've been                                                                       
very jealous for the lord god of hosts                                          
for the children of israel have forsaken                                        
thy covenant throne down the altar slain                                        
thy prophets with                                                               
the sword and i even i only i                                                   
am left and nobody knows the troubles                                           
i've seen                                                                       
and nobody knows but jesus                                                      
and nobody cares only i am left                                                 
and they seek my life to take it away                                           
verse 11. and he said                                                           
this is uh the lord that said let's go                                          
back up to verse                                                                
9. lord yahweh is the word there we can                                         
tell that because                                                               
fully capitalized all through the word                                          
so yahweh came to him so yahweh                                                 
said go forth and stand upon the mount                                          
before the lord and behold the lord                                             
passed by                                                                       
and a great strong wind rent the                                                
mountains                                                                       
and break in pieces the rock before                                             



yahweh but yahweh was not in the wind                                           
but after the wind an earthquake but                                            
yahweh was not in the earthquake and                                            
after the earthquake of fire but yahweh                                         
was not in the fire and after the fire                                          
a still small voice and it was so                                               
when elijah heard it that he wrapped his                                        
face into his mantle                                                            
and went out and stood in the entering                                          
of the cave                                                                     
and behold there came a voice unto him                                          
and said what doest thou hear elijah                                            
and he said i've been very jealous for                                          
the lord god of hosts because the                                               
children of israel have forsaken                                                
you know same speech here we got i only                                         
i am left                                                                       
and they seek my life and the lord said                                         
to him go return on the way of the                                              
wilderness to damascus for thou comest                                          
okay i think that you might be on to                                            
something glory                                                                 
after the fire a still                                                          
small voice but then                                                            
when when all this took place he heard                                          
the still small voice                                                           
uh he wrapped his face in his mantle                                            
went out stood at the entrance of the                                           
cave                                                                            
and there came a voice to                                                       
uh to him and said                                                              
what dost thou hear elijah now that                                             
voice doesn't appear to be the same                                             
still small voice                                                               
or at least it wouldn't have to be in                                           
fact i think the natural reading would                                          
be                                                                              
that it's not uh this looks to be the                                           
same                                                                            
voice that when the lord came to him and                                        
he said what doest thou hear elijah                                             
so we start this we've got very much a                                          
uh parallel outline what do you do here                                         
and well go go stand upon the mount                                             
before the lord                                                                 
um and the lord passed by it's                                                  
interesting                                                                     
whether or not he stood on the mount i'm                                        
not sure and he gets all these things                                           
that's not the voice not the voice not                                          
the voice not the voice and                                                     
then the still small voice we're not                                            
told                                                                            
is it just like all the others that                                             
that's not the voice the lord's not in                                          
it                                                                              
and then the lord came and said                                                 
what are you doing here same same thing                                         
so the truth is                                                                 
that as lori has helped us point out                                            
at least expressly we do not know                                               
if the still small voice is the lord it                                         



might be                                                                        
you could conjecture it as the lord but                                         
you could make a                                                                
decent argument to say it's not the lord                                        
it's just like all those other voices                                           
and that the lord spoke to him at the                                           
beginning                                                                       
clearly and the lord clearly spoke to                                           
him at the end                                                                  
now if if the lord again uh is clearly                                          
speaking to him at the end what doest                                           
thou hear and he                                                                
complains and the lord said to him now                                          
we know the lord is speaking                                                    
go return on their way that doesn't on                                          
their way it doesn't appear to be some                                          
still small voice                                                               
so god is speaking to him looks like                                            
normally at the beginning of the episode                                        
god speaks to him normally at the end of                                        
the episode                                                                     
so why does god need to speak to him in                                         
not any reason now i do think                                                   
uh even if let's say someone rejects and                                        
say no that still small voice is the                                            
lord                                                                            
okay even at that                                                               
we clearly see that god spoke to him                                            
audibly uh clearly and the still small                                          
voice                                                                           
the whole charade there that is given by                                        
evangelicalism is                                                               
if you want to hear from god listen for                                         
the still                                                                       
small voice it's one                                                            
time in 6 000 years of history                                                  
one time in all the pages of scripture                                          
that there's a still small voice many                                           
many times two times in this very story                                         
you have god just coming down and                                               
speaking now why                                                                
do evangelicals mystics uh                                                      
same thing why do they come down and say                                        
listen to god in the still small voice                                          
god speaks when he speaks he speaks in a                                        
still                                                                           
small voice why do they say this                                                
because god clearly spoke to elijah                                             
in a normal voice                                                               
but they know that god isn't speaking in                                        
a normal voice anymore                                                          
so they're not willing to say                                                   
there is a silence of god in this                                               
dispensation                                                                    
rather they say why he speaks to us in a                                        
still                                                                           
small voice i                                                                   
i think it would uh be                                                          
uh much better                                                                  
to to just say                                                                  
god speaks however he wants to speak if                                         
you believe he's going to speak                                                 



uh you know a new fresh revelation today                                        
then let him speak however he's going to                                        
speak                                                                           
why limit him to a still small voice uh                                         
let you know let him let him do it now                                          
as for                                                                          
laurie and i and so many others we say                                          
uh here's where                                                                 
god has spoken uh                                                               
and uh deb yeah good comment uh what                                            
what what does the still small voice uh                                         
matter                                                                          
uh the still small voice could be me                                            
thinking to myself                                                              
and this is where it's so misused you                                           
know                                                                            
uh you know i was just driving the other                                        
day and i just uh                                                               
you know it just came upon me that i am                                         
supposed to                                                                     
uh you know pack up my bags and move to                                         
timbuktu                                                                        
and i'm just to live on faith i just                                            
think this is                                                                   
and that you know it's uh better to                                             
um uh better to say                                                             
hey you know i had this idea and i think                                        
what i want to do is                                                            
what's there's there's uh nothing wrong                                         
with just saying this is                                                        
my idea i'm thinking about doing it                                             
is it uh in line with the teachings of                                          
the word                                                                        
that's what you and i are supposed to do                                        
we can have ideas                                                               
we don't always have to attribute it to                                         
some still small voice                                                          
and we can even have ideas that don't                                           
make a whole lot of                                                             
can we say business sense or practical                                          
sense                                                                           
all of us have had ideas like that and                                          
unfortunately you know i think that most                                        
inventions were probably made                                                   
by people who weren't you really using a                                        
lot of common sense                                                             
but they had an idea that said i think                                          
this will work i think this will work i                                         
think this is where and they tried and                                          
they tried and tried and tried and you                                          
end up with a light bulb right                                                  
uh and so it's okay for you and us just                                         
to be mature enough to say you know what                                        
i just kind of think that i would like                                          
to                                                                              
you know sell my place here and move to                                         
taos new mexico                                                                 
and buy a little home up in the                                                 
mountains and uh                                                                
uh be a part of uh you know randy                                               
white's ministry                                                                
and uh uh working with corey and nathan                                         



and whitney and uh miranda and shelly                                           
and                                                                             
you know just that's what i want to do                                          
does it make sense no it doesn't make                                           
any sense                                                                       
uh but you might want to do it                                                  
well it's okay to have ideas that don't                                         
fully make sense but you want to do it                                          
then you look to scripture and say okay                                         
would it dishonor god in any way would                                          
it dishonor my family in any way                                                
uh and you you just you do that what you                                        
uh want to do                                                                   
and uh carry that out thanks lori for                                           
the uh good word that you give in that                                          
question and uh                                                                 
let's see let's uh go to uh desert mom                                          
can the bride of the lamb also be the                                           
body of christ i've been told                                                   
by every church i attended that we are                                          
the bride can we be both                                                        
no i don't think so anyway                                                      
uh i don't think that the church is the                                         
bride                                                                           
i know that you have been told that by                                          
every church you ever went to                                                   
and um the                                                                      
pardon me for interrupting the question                                         
but eric did say if the still small                                             
voice says something about african                                              
violets you might be on the right track                                         
i agree with you eric it might be get                                           
you                                                                             
get you know you don't need a reason                                            
to live you just need an african violet                                         
and                                                                             
of course i'm up here at the mountaintop                                        
studio today so i don't have my effort i                                        
need to get another                                                             
african violet so i have two double                                             
uh it it has been                                                               
said so many times that the church is                                           
the bride of christ that it must be true                                        
go to any pastor uh any theologian                                              
any seminarian uh you know                                                      
great men of the word even who's the                                            
bride of christ why                                                             
it's the church uh they                                                         
and a few proof texts that they use that                                        
really are only illustrations of brides                                         
and and they make this giant leap                                               
over uh and you                                                                 
look at the clearest scriptures on the                                          
bride                                                                           
and it's not there uh the clear                                                 
scriptures on the bride                                                         
all through the old testament and                                               
through the book of revelation                                                  
they point to israel or the land of                                             
israel                                                                          
as the bride and to this chur to the                                            
church as a new                                                                 



creature and this this thing that didn't                                        
exist before                                                                    
uh and has a very specific purpose                                              
within the uh ultimate plan of god that                                         
was hidden for a time                                                           
is going to be taken away in a mystery                                          
just as well and                                                                
and they apply clear scriptures                                                 
unclearly to the body of christ                                                 
i think they do wrong on that i think                                           
that's i honestly i just think it's                                             
catholic theology                                                               
and the the reformers never reformed                                            
really i mean the reformers went this                                           
far from catholicism                                                            
uh and that's why i think if you're a                                           
lutheran                                                                        
you're closer to being a catholic than                                          
you are to being a baptist                                                      
these things are just whirled worlds                                            
apart                                                                           
and if you're a baptist you're probably                                         
just confused uh                                                                
but uh uh desert mom i think that uh you                                        
are                                                                             
completely right here it can't be                                               
the same thing and it's uh simply                                               
is not uh going to work okay                                                    
i am uh out of time here uh                                                     
once again um seems like we just always                                         
get there doesn't it on uh being out of                                         
time                                                                            
uh but uh i do have again some more                                             
questions that                                                                  
came up and uh tonight                                                          
at uh 6 p.m mountain time                                                       
six on wednesday nights will be in the                                          
study of john                                                                   
look forward to seeing you there and in                                         
addition to that then of course as i                                            
have already mentioned we do have this                                          
weekly special of the                                                           
schofield study bible you can check that                                        
out right there i                                                               
um use the words the silence of god uh                                          
that book is uh coming out so                                                   
in layout right now almost ready to go                                          
and uh appreciate those of you who                                              
have uh been uh helping us out                                                  
for our publishing venture through randy                                        
white ministries that'll help in some of                                        
these old classics like this and getting                                        
them                                                                            
out and some of the things that we would                                        
like to do                                                                      
as well as even let's see i don't know                                          
getting a uh                                                                    
that and uh getting that in the mailbox                                         
to you                                                                          
so you can have that stick it in your                                           
book of acts and just always be                                                 
referring to it or all the epistles of                                          



paul i think                                                                    
so many things will be helpful for you                                          
we're working on gospel tracts and                                              
uh and little cards and just uh a whole                                         
bunch of stuff old classic uh literature                                        
uh that's uh rightly divided and i                                              
appreciate that                                                                 
and those of you who have uh helped us                                          
out with a donation there                                                       
and i think we're about uh i haven't                                            
looked in a few days but somewhere                                              
around four thousand dollars short of                                           
our goal so you've given                                                        
uh generously i appreciate that and uh                                          
thanks for any who                                                              
uh help us out there from this point on                                         
now                                                                             
again uh look looking forward to tonight                                        
6 p.m the gospel of john                                                        
we will have a great and fantastic time                                         
through all of that and you're the best                                         
always be back tomorrow morning again                                           
with ask the theologian as well and                                             
tomorrow night with the book of ezekiel                                         
and uh we will uh be there                                                      
and be ready to go                                                              
how far are you away from your print                                            
purchase uh                                                                     
we're about uh some of it we've actually                                        
already begun                                                                   
been able to order uh because of uh what                                        
has                                                                             
come in and uh so we're about again                                             
about four thousand dollars short and i                                         
think that uh                                                                   
uh i'm i'm prayerful that uh even within                                        
uh                                                                              
a month we'll be up and running on uh                                           
those uh kind of things and i'm excited                                         
about uh                                                                        
all of that well good uh to                                                     
have each one of you ladies and                                                 
gentlemen i'll turn on a little music                                           
there before i turn on my                                                       
turn off my voice and uh we'll look                                             
forward to seeing you again tonight 6                                           
p.m                                                                             
mountain time god bless you thanks for                                          
joining us for ask the theologian i hope                                        
it was solid                                                                    
answers to biblical questions we'll see                                         
so                                                                              
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


